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On June 23, 2016, the Supreme Court issued a 4-4 ruling in the immigration case of United States v. Texas, blocking two “deferred action” programs announced by President Obama on November 20, 2014: extended Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA Plus) and Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Legal Residents (DAPA).[1] The 4-4 ruling by the justices creates a non-precedential non-decision, upholding an injunction placed by a panel of federal judges in the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. [2] While the future of these programs remains uncertain in the long term, the immediate effects are pronounced, as millions of qualifying young people (“Dreamers”) and parents who would have been able to request deferred action programs are unable to do so in the foreseeable future. The outcome of the ruling highlights the need for greater information about existing prosecutorial discretion tools, including a longstanding deferred action program on which DACA and DAPA are based.

This essay examines 185 deferred action cases processed by the United States Citizenship Immigration Services (USCIS), a unit within Department Homeland Security (DHS or Department) [3] while previous scholarship examines deferred action historically and in depth.[4] This is the first piece to review cases under the Department’s current enforcement policy. The author’s goal is to provide advocates and policymakers with accurate information about the deferred action program outside of DACA and what would have been DACA Plus and DAPA and to facilitate a dialogue about the possibilities of advancing a robust deferred action policy for Dreamers, parents and others who present humanitarian claims.[5] A second goal of this essay is to readdress the continued transparency challenges faced by the deferred action program and recommendations for moving forward. Beyond the scope of this essay is an analysis of whether certain noncitizens may currently be eligible for relief outside of deferred action or a discussion on those who should qualify for immigration status under unrealized but critical legislative reforms.

I. Deferred Action: A Short History

Deferred action is one form of prosecutorial discretion in immigration law.[6] The concept behind prosecutorial discretion is entrenched in the prioritization of limited government resources and compassion for individuals without a lawful immigration status who present strong qualities or equities. The first deferred action program was discovered in the early 1970s, when the Beatie attorney Leon Wildes engaged in Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) litigation to obtain deferred action (then called “non-priority”) records from the immigration agency (then called “Immigration Naturalization Service” or “INS”).[7] Since this time, deferred action has operated for decades. The Department of Homeland Security inherited the deferred action program from INS and in the last 15 years has granted deferred action in thousands of cases for largely humanitarian reasons.[8] While deferred action is only one among several forms of prosecutorial discretion, it is one of the most favored. Individuals granted deferred action are able to apply for employment authorization upon the showing of “economic necessity.”[9] Likewise, deferred action grantees are treated as “lawfully present,”[10] raising the possibility for other benefits like eligibility for a driver’s license.[11] Deferred action became a well-known political animal in the wake of President Obama’s 2012 announcement of a program aimed at protecting qualifying Dreamers from deportation through the tool of deferred action.[12] However, before 2012, deferred action was less understood and even today largely opaque outside the DACA program.[13]

II. USCIS Data Set: Findings

The data set was provided to the author on January 19, 2016 in a 27 page PDF format and in response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.[14] The data set included 185 cases and is divided into four regions.[15] A fuller methodology can be found in Section III.

A. Reasons for a Deferred Action Grant or Denial: By Region

The data for each of the regions included a basis for a deferred action case in one or two words, most regularly “Family”, “Medical” or “Other.” The table below depicts the ratios of noncitizens granted deferred action based on different reason categories. For the Northeast Region (NER), 33% of noncitizens that applied for deferred action based on family support reasons were granted this form of relief. Further, 23.7% of noncitizens that applied for deferred action based on medical reasons were granted relief. No person was granted relief based upon another reasoning category. For the Southeast Region (SER), 0% of noncitizens that applied were granted relief.
deferred action based upon family support reasons, while 64% were granted deferred action based on medical reasons. Despite the low amount of data produced by USCIS, 75% of noncitizens that applied for deferred action in the Central Region (CRO) were granted this form of relief and 57% of noncitizens who applied based on medical reasons were also granted deferred action. Finally, the only case from Western Region (WRO) was not granted deferred action. With more data from the regions or even more data from other years, one could draw richer conclusions on which reasoning is more likely to be granted deferred action. Notably, with respect to the medical reasons, the trend seemed to be that the more severe and permanent the medical injury, the more likely the noncitizen was to be granted deferred action. [See Table 3]
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**B. Reasons for a Deferred Action Grant or Denial: By Field Office**

Deferred action requests to USCIS are often made to a field office and thereafter subject to review by the USCIS District Director and USCIS Regional Director. Within each region are “field offices” that fall under the jurisdiction of a particular region. Table 2 breaks down the 2016 data set by field office.
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**“Humanitarian” reasons as an all-encompassing category, while the Southeast Region and Central Region provide detailed summaries of the cases that could also be categorized as humanitarian. While the regional logs contain a range of factors and notes in the summary column, what is unquestionable is the humanitarian element that overrides deferred action requests and the real possibility that Dreamers and parents of Americans share the qualities that have been important to a deferred action grant more recently and as described in earlier work. [18]**
C. Deferred Action Outcomes by Field Office

In the 2016 data set, three of the four regions processed deferred action “renewals” or applications from individuals who previously received deferred action. Table 4 shows that almost all noncitizens that have been previously granted deferred action were granted a renewal of deferred action in 2015 [19] Consistent with earlier studies on deferred action, [20] the 2016 data set shows that roughly half of those who apply for deferred action are granted this form of relief. Finally, the data set included many cases in which “No Action” has been taken by USCIS (77/185 cases). The reasons for a “No Action” can vary and are speculative without a specific explanation by the agency. The Summary column in the data set provides suggest that USCIS may use the label “No Action” when the applicant is deceased, failed to appear for fingerprints, or failed to respond to a Request for Evidence (RFE). Another possibility is the individual qualified for another form of relief. One log from the Western Regional Center notes “No action on DA because was given Humanitarian PIP [Parole in Place].”

D. Deferred Action Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4. Deferred Action Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previously Granted, and Granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previously Granted, but Denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Methodology

The data set analyzed for this paper was obtained through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request filed with USCIS on October 15, 2015 seeking information about deferred action cases processed since November 20, 2014 [21] In between the request and response, the author communicated electronically and by phone with USCIS to discuss the scope and feasibility of the request. It was agreed that limited information would be provided, namely a spreadsheet that contains the information pertaining to Deferred Action decision and accompanying notes [22] USCIS provided the author with a response on January 19, 2016 in a 27 page PDF format [23] The data set included 185 cases and was divided into four regions [24] The data set included the following information for each deferred action case:

- Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granted</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denied</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Methodology

The data set analyzed for this paper was obtained through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request filed with USCIS on October 15, 2015 seeking information about deferred action cases processed since November 20, 2014 [21] In between the request and response, the author communicates electronically and by phone with USCIS to discuss the scope and feasibility of the request. It was agreed that limited information would be provided, namely a spreadsheet that contains the information pertaining to Deferred Action decision and accompanying notes [22] USCIS provided the author with a response on January 19, 2016 in a 27 page PDF format [23]
The data set includes 185 cases and was divided into four regions.[24] The data set included the following information for each deferred action case:

- **Region**

  Importantly, the data set of 185 deferred action cases is illustrative and does not represent the universe of deferred action cases processed since November 20, 2014. It is impossible to draw conclusions about what the total number might be because of inconsistent tracking of deferred action cases within field offices and across regions as well as the absence of regular and publicly available statistics. Also, the data received by the author was not in the form of a spreadsheet so each of the numbers had to be calculated manually.[25] The author is not a stranger to tabulating data on deferred action by hand as DHS and formerly INS have historically only provided information in a PDF format.[26] Also, USCIS was unable to provide the internal form (G-312) used by USCIS when processing deferred action cases. According to the FOIA officer at USCIS: “I have found out that the form G-312 is an internal form and isn’t tracked in any system. To get a copy of the form for each case would mean pulling it from the file which we are not able to do without the consent of the person that the file belongs to.”[27] Furthermore, in the data set analyzed for this essay, the information provided for each region was inconsistent. For example, the Southeast, Western, and Central Regions included specific details about the reasons for a grant or denial of deferred action, whereas the Northeast Region did not include this field.

  Likewise, it was difficult to produce a comprehensive analysis about the nationalities of those requesting deferred action because only two of the four regions captured this information.[28] Though this data does not include the nationalities of those requesting deferred action from the larger NER or SER (not available), it may show a corollary to what the overall 2015 deferred action data based on nationality would demonstrate. The data we do have indicates that most applicants in the California region were nationals of Mexico or Guatemala.[29] Still, the disparity in how information is collected from one region to the next raises important questions about consistency.[30]

  Finally, and as shown in Table 4, as a good number of deferred action cases are labeled as “No Action” without specific information for what this means. This label might be a literal or metaphorical message about the uncertainty and opacity of the deferred action program. The transparency challenges faced by the deferred action outside of DACA are historic.

**CONCLUSION**

This essay shows that USCIS continues to process and grant deferred action cases across several field offices and at all four regions and also highlights the humanitarian reasons that influence outcomes. Immigrant communities and advocates who serve them must consider the option of deferred action for those affected by the Texas litigation and others who present sympathetic factors.[31]

This essay also shows how the deferred action program continues to lack transparency, raising the possibility of inconsistency between similarly sympathetic cases, limited access for individuals without attorneys familiar with the program, and concern about the integrity of program moving forward. Overcoming the transparency challenge in deferred action cases is not a simple task and it is further complicated by the politics faced by the 4-4 tie in United States v. Texas and the Presidential election year, but the need for deferred action reform is critical. These reforms include: 1) centralization of all deferred action cases at USCIS, create a paper form for individuals to make a deferred action request; 2) codification of deferred action as a regulation; 3) greater communication from the government to attorneys and noncitizens after a deferred action request is made; and 4) publication of statistics about the number of and outcome in deferred action cases among others.[32]
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